Tales From The Blessed realm –
It was easter and Moon-frog was celebrating spring. He called his deep booming croak but no one
seemed to hear him. The flowers were coming onto bloom but something was wrong. The last few
years had been very strange in the wider world and Moon Frog knew he had to tell his story to the
animals that were left in the Garden and about how a fair city became a city of spikes and how he
would try to call it back from the brink.

Rapunzel, the Rainbow Rabbit and friends – a Fair City Tale
Once upon a time in a far away city in fairy tale land there was a
dark tower in a forest of flats and concrete buildings.
Rapunzel is a very good young teenage girl and she was kept protected
by her mother a father because they knew how special she was/is. But
she was very lonely in her tower and just looked out of the window
out of the top of her tower and hoped someone one would rescue her
from her loneliness. She did have some friends like the robin and the
little birds in the city which would come and peck the crumbs off her
windowsill. She would sing with them every morning as the dawn rose
and to sing in her heart just like the little birds as they went about their
business finding twigs and things and making a nest etc. When they
sang the robin in his happy tone would sing, “one day your prince will
come”. Below the tower there was a wild garden and in it there were
other animals which loved the princess very much too. One of them
was a special rabbit. He was very wise and had been sent there by Moon frog to help the princess he
only came out at night so no one saw him during the day. As she sang her daily songs he taught the
bats at night a secret war song and in their high voices she got to learn the chant while she slept and
dreamt of her prince.
Rapunzell grew older and still remained locked in her tower and watched all that went on in the city
below her but still no one came to see her apart from her family who loved her but more and more as
their possession not as a young woman herself. News spread however as she grew as her song got
more confident and the city started to hear her beautiful voice with the bird song as they went to
work in their black and white lives.
And so heroes started to take an interest that there was this beautiful maiden with a pure voice singing
all the colours into the sky. As she grew into a young woman Rapunzel hair became incredible too
sometimes it would appear red sometimes, auburn, blonde, golden, dark midnight black and even
amazing colours like magenta and aquamarine just like a rainbow. Her parents loved it and so she
shaved it off in frustration about not being given her freedom, but her parents sent it to suitors so
they could sell her as a famous prize.
Some of the hair fell into the garden around the tower and a little rabbit came along and took it to his
warren by a local house where a young local boy Joshua discovered it.
Anyway after sometime 3 heroes discovered the tower one was Roger the woodsman, the other was
a young local musician and the third was the very famous Prince Charming himself.
The three men sat under the tower and eyed each other up. Prince Charming smiled at them all and
Roger didn’t like him so up he jumped and got out his great chopper, Of course Roger was Old
fashioned and was famous himself as the woodsman who had rescued little red riding hood. He had
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saved her from the wolves of the world and having killed a great many in the forest he was in the city
to kill some more if need be. He had saved little red riding hood when she was with her grandmother.
Grandmother had been eaten by the wolf and had taken over her spirit and so the woodsman had to
kill the wolf and he took little red riding hood as his own girl but he had grown bored with her after all
she wasn’t a pure girl with a pure voice like Rapunzel.
So in the morning Rapunzel sang her songs with the robins and out called Roger “Its ok sweetheart” I
have come to save you. Finally her prince had come and so she called him to come and save her. So
out he got his great chopper and He called out boldly “I will soon chop down this great tower which
keeps you captive I have killed many wolves so don’t worry I am sure we will be together soon. So off
he went banging and crashing around swinging his axe so that everyone knew he was there. He
frightened all the birds as he shouted “you will be mine little princess just hold on. And as the tower
shaked and shaked Rapunzel held on for dear life.
But his big brown axe soon got dulled and spent and out of anger and fear and frustration Roger gave
up. The tower was still intact and in fact seemed more impervious than ever. It looked like the more
power he put into his efforts the stronger the tower got.
Having been so shaken by Roger and his aggression and domination and scaring all the animals and
the birds. Rapunzel called down quite angrily “I don’t want to be rescued by you. You may have saved
little red riding hood but not me. I am not a silly girl. I love nature and gentler ways and I don’t like
you killing wolves. I find them scary too but they are a part of nature and can be tamed just like any
other animal so please take your worn out chopper and please leave me alone. I have sheep dogs in
my kingdom who can keep wolves at bay so we don’t really need you here.”
So off he went and so she wept and prayed that night that her prince would come. That morning the
birds returned and she sang again with them and Prince charming and the local boy wondered who
should try next.
I am so gracious said Prince Charming “Why don’t you try next young man. I can have any girl in the
kingdom so I will let you have your chance.”
The local boy was surprised but quite delighted so he plucked up his courage and off he went. Now he
had been brought up by his grandmother and had learned about the power of music and the story of
Joshua and the walls of Jericho from the bible stories. Now he didn’t have a trumpet but he had a harp
and so off he sang and played and sang old nature songs about how he could take away everyone’s
troubles sins and that the blood of his ancestors would melt the tower, he sang songs of the old
testament but all these made the tower a little less sturdy but still it held firm.
In the end even though the birds sang a little to help it wasn’t enough and the young boy was worn
out with singing and hoping and started to cry. He really wanted to save her and knew she would like
him if they met. As he cried some of the little rainbow animals heard him and especially the very clever
rainbow rabbit and he decided he was going to help Joshua so he sat next to him.
Up above the Princess who had heard his songs and his pure voice she also liked him but saw him as
a bit weak and so she shed a few tears and said.
“Thank you Joshua for trying but I am a princess of real rare beauty and you are not great enough for
me.”
Joshua was about to go away but the rainbow rabbit whispered to him.
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“Do not be upset Joshua, if your heart is true then you too can become a rainbow person like Rapunzel
and me. We are part of a new beginning and that is why she is locked away for now. You will have to
earn each other, she thinks she is too special and you think too much of history, blood and sins and
not about love and kindness.”
“But rainbow animals are queer “ said Joshua wiping his tears away. I don’t want to be queer I am
normal.
“Everybody is different” said the Rainbow Rabbit, “In fact it is because we are different that God loves
us so much.” “Even though I am the lord of rabbits. I am your friend and although I am not like the
other rabbits I am queerly special and I like that. I am here to create my kingdom just like you are to
be part of yours. I love my doe’s very much and help them become rainbow rabbits too some even go
leaping into the stars as the queen of the Universe would like.”
“I think you might like the rainbow world we live in too I think this Charming kingdom isn’t very
charming anymore, but lets be quiet and see what happens.” And of course we all know rainbow
rabbits can be very quiet so very few people ever get to see one never mind meet one.
Prince Charming came up not knowing the rainbow rabbit was there. “Don’t worry young lad leave it
to me I will rescue your princess and if you are lucky I will give her to you how about that.”
“Ok said the boy hopefully thank You sir “You really are prince charming”.
“Yes” said the prince beaming to himself and so the next morning off he went.
“I am coming my princess I am going to climb the tower and rescue you.”
He spoke sweetly from the base of the tower. I have a beautiful sword but I will not need it this time.
I cannot break this tower which separates me from my true love (he was good with words). I will climb
the ivy and rescue you and please guide me with your words so I can find my way up.
So the princess got very excited but up popped the little robin and said “Test prince charming to see
if he really loves you as you guide him to your bedroom. We all love you and we don’t want you to
lose your pure voice or choose the wrong prince.”
So she called to Prince Charming “Tell me some poetry and I will respond as you climb”
Off he started smiling to himself and said “If music be the food of love play…. “I read that in my books
for Shakespeare she interrupted tell me something I haven’t heard before.
So climbed some more and said “Roses are red and violets are blue, so you can see by my sweat I love
you.” Mmm she thought not sure I like that but she said “Very nice sing to me some more sweat prince.
Now the Prince was getting close to the window and so off he went
“My love is great and big and strong, I’d like to see you in your thong, er sing your song “ he said.
She did like the prince and found the song exciting too. The prince went on.
“I love your voice I love your looks I want to rescue you from your books” The princess was now really
excited that she was going to be rescued at last. As he came to the windowsill he sang
“I want to give you the night of your life, then you’ll be my dutiful wife”
Now the princess wasn’t quite sure about being the Prince’s wife, was this a rescue after all, so she
called back.
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“OH wonderful prince tell me a poem of our life together”
Getting really excited the Prince went on
“As my wife you are my beauty, and I will teach you daily duty,”
“You will love me like a king and lord and wash me and my
mighty sword,”
“Ill buy you presents and keep you neat, and you will remain
sat at my feet.”
“You will be my bitch my colourful toy and I will be your big
playboy”
“You can join my harem of many wives and they will thrill you
with their tricks and lies”
“You wont need birds or colours with me because all the paints
belong to me”
“For I am the Prince of charming men and I will keep you in my pen”
“Your parents kept you here for me because they want a life easy”
My riches will be their reward and you a slave to my sword”
With that he had reached the windowsill and was about to jump in.
The princess was not happy at all so she called out in the rainbow war chant which was in her but she
had never sung before.
“I will not be a slave to you, My colours and my friends will do”
“I will stay good and locked here until an army do appear”
“My animal friends and me are one, our nature rules the kingdom come.”
“My love is in the wind and air it daily colours up my hair.”
My love is in the spring and sea and in the way God blesses me.”
“I will not worship words so slick sent to make me like you Prince Dick!”
”You haven’t earned me as a prize, I belong to I & not to your lies”
“So get lost Prince my birds are here and you can live in total fear”
With that the birds were roused and were not happy either so the little robins picked his fingers but
he crushed them and their hearts bled hence they have a red breast.
But in grabbing them and crushing them he had let go of the windowsill and he started to fall
Right down to the bottom he fell with a crash taking the little robins with him.
As he landed on his back the robins flew out bleeding but still alive. However from that day they sing
always of the pain in their hearts their melancholy song and show it on their little chests.
Prince charming gave out a howl.
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“Foiled by nature I will kill every thing now! “Fear you? Ha! you plump colourful cow”
“I’ll come back with my rappers, we will kill you all with our chemical zappers.
“You are alone you foolish girl maiden, we are the ones who rule this kingdom”
And with that he got up and limped away to get his army together and destroy the tower and all the
animals protecting her.
Now the Princess was scared, she realised that her parents were partly to blame for her confinement
and that even her rescuers were just there to fool her into following them.
So what could she do. She called out to her favourite bird the song thrush and told him about her
plight. He said.
“What we do is call a great gathering of all the animals in the kingdom to help rescue you and also
ourselves for the Prince aims to kill all life now out of jealousy because he cant have you. You need to
know that you are a rainbow princess and that means you are here to create a new kingdom and that
is a threat to the Prince that was why he came to capture you and place you in another tower but one
where you don’t have any supporters like your family and animal friends. We didn’t know till now that
it is Prince Charming that is the problem and that all these twisted words come from him and his
negative army of nationalists. We thought he was Prince of Patriots but it is clear he is against the
queen of the Universe etc. Oh and by the way Joshua is still down there at the base of the tower maybe
he can help you. He wants to learn to be a rainbow person too.” With that off he flew to start
organising a great gathering.
She also went to her books to find a solution too. They had been given to her to keep her quiet but
she had become super clever and she had a special communication book. It was a digital book and so
she went to that and started to search about the rainbow kingdom and what it might mean.
She learned about rainbow warriors the first nations from distant lands and how they were protecting
their forest even marching on Brasilia and the corrupt Government there.
She learned about the aboriginies and how they are one with their places and follow the rainbow
serpent. She learned of the story of the pygmies in Africa and how much knowledge they have and
how they are hunted like animals.
She learned of the bushmen and their great knowledge how the women know about all the herbs and
plants and the men know how to track animals and how they live as a tribe.
She read a prophecy which said that when all the earth was being poisoned and Gods beauty being
destroyed that a new tribe of Rainbow warriors would emerge to save the earth and live with God as
he/she intended.
She learned about the ancient people of Europe the druids and the wise ancient women who knew all
the plants and respect mother earth and she began to realise some might even still be alive now hiding
in the kingdom.
She also learned about God both the God of Creation and the Queen of the Universe all one person
who smiles at all living things and wants them to succeed.
She learned of the bible and the messages of Love from Jesus that said that life is love and that to be
a human being you should:
“Love the Lord and Lady God which means nature the universe and all creation”
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“Love your neighbour as yourself and even try to love your enemies even if you have to defy them and
teach them a lesson sometimes.”
She learned that Christ had died for everyone because men were jealous of him and she realised that
it was also true of herself too but she didn’t want to die so she started to cry.
She also learned that there was a prophecy of a new rainbow kingdom which would come when Christ
returned and found his rainbow people again and they would create a new garden of Eden where
everyone could learn to live in harmony.
Finally she also learned of Pantomimes and how there was a character called Prince Charming in them
and how he was often a Principle Boy and might also be known as Prince Harming.
So after all this she knew although locked in her tower she wasn’t the only one. She liked the idea of
finding her tribe and her rainbow sisters and brothers and finding her teacher and Lord and making
friends and finding a husband in her own time once she had a good group of friends in her tribe.
Meanwhile the animals were busy too. All over the kingdom the song thrush called looking and asking
for help. What the thrush found out was that all over the city there were spikes and towers full of
lonely people scared to leave their towers and some kept locked away by their frightened parents and
some who had been hurt before or drugged etc.
And there was Joshua sitting under the tree and he had been listening to all the poetry and songs and
making notes. He also knew that the Princess was very important and that the world outside was so
dark. He knew that good people were being hurt people who cared for animals, he had seen people
kill innocent animals as the Prince had taken more and more control of the kingdom and now he knew
who was to blame.
He had decided that if he was going to win the princess he had to be like her a rainbow person, and if
he was going to defend her from her enemy Prince and her dominating family he would have to
become a rainbow warrior not just a good music lover.
He already knew some things that were wrong and so he knew he had to help the local Zoo who had
been damaged by a suspicious fire on their new solar system and who really loved animals. He chose
to help the local homeless because they were lost and without purpose and encouraged just to beg
all day and to help his friends at the far side of the kingdom who were trying to live in harmony with
the environment but had no chances for the young people to get out of poverty and do their
homework at night.
And so it came that the Princess confided in Joshua and briefed him about her research and he
promised to help as best he could. He decided to follow the Prince and see how he could help rescue
her. On his way he found a whole group of animals including the famous Rainbow Rabbit (who’s name
might have been Rasputin because it rhymes with rabbit). There they decided they needed to gather
their rainbow army too. So he designed a poster and prepared to invite everyone out for a dancing
event and good music for earth day the 21st April. He did a lot planning good food and meeting all the
nice people in the city who were still left. He told them of the causes the zoo and the homeless and
the poverty as well as need to rescue this secret group of people who were locked away in fear and
to create a new positive revolution and everyone agreed to help. Rainbow rabbit advised him so he
found dancers, and teachers and hair dressers, barbers, café owners and shops and artists and
craftsmen all of them people who were creative and positive like himself. He went to the towns and
cities around and they also like the idea too. He thought that there would be such a number of positive
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people of creators and their friends and supporters that the army of Prince Harming would not show
up but he was wrong.
The thing is so many people had been hurt in the Kingdom that no one believed that there could be a
positive revolution and so they were nervous. They were also bullied in secret by Prince Harming’s
henchmen and they said things like: He is just a boy, he is a fool for love, he is naïve, we know the real
world and no one likes a do gooder, remember he is not really part of our kingdom he is an outsider.
We like his ideas but we can steal them once he is gone and twist them into another way to capture
people but in a bigger group. This event will be our battle ground and we are stronger and richer and
more powerful than Joshua and his animals and positive people.
By now Joshua didn’t have much time but he worked very hard. Rainbow Rabbit passed on some
poems from Moon-frog and the date was coming on fast. In order to get people together and find
everyone he had to make this public and so everyone knew what was planned. This made the Prince
Laugh. “We will just drug the lot of them, all the tickets sold anonymously can go to my army and we
can have a great feast”. he was so delighted. ”This boy Joshua is such a fool for love he has no idea
what we are going to do to him and all his rainbow friends.”
“Lets pretend to support a little but secretly we will mess up his plans, we can manipulate the staff he
works with maybe they can spoil the drinks he wont have a clue what’s happening. This is our kingdom
and everyone belongs to us.”
So back at the castle the Prince prepared his war of the 21st
April. You see he had tried attacking many towers in the city.
Some he had captured the rainbow princes and princesses (he
liked boys as well as girls in his harem). He had also failed at a
lot and in some he had given his prizes to his warriors to feast
on the keep them satisfied. You see he was making the whole
world jealous of what they didn’t have so everyone was greedy
and he hated love more than anything else. Although he had lots
of money he didn’t give it out and so everyone fought for the
scraps and he liked the fear and control. He used their jealousy
to make them full of lust to dominate and if they could break
things just like a spoiled child can do with their toys.
So why was prince charming like this? It was manly because he
didn’t have a good father and wasn’t sure if he should be a girl or boy so wanted to dominate them
both and no one had taught him/her how to behave. He/she had always had everything they wanted
and had been told that it was a cruel world and it was better to take than give so really he/she didn’t
know anything about love or kindness. In fact when the queen of the Universe looked down on the
Prince she was quite sad and let our a sigh she could see how negative he was. Prince Charming had
never listened to nature or watched it and seen how loving and giving it was either he had been too
busy making machines, killing things and playing computer war games and being told to be tougher.
When the Prince was upset she was bullied even more and told you can only win by killing and tricking
others and only make money by stealing.
So Prince Charming (now Prince Harming) did what he/she knew best. And so the chemists were
called and said:
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“These towers can be removed with poisons. Simply leave a message on the doorstep spray this
perfume and entice the girl out or one of her servants or friends and we can get in to her room and
then you will have her. This chemical we call it as a spiker as it can destroy the towers power and it
will make these people drowsy so you can take over. We also have a special diet coke to make people
anxious and then we can frighten them into doing whatever we tell them.
“So off they went and tried that trick however the animals had been watching and warned the girls so
even the servants who went about the town in groups could not be spiked and helped protect the
princess. Of course in some cases they were captured and the number of towers in the city
diminished. These girls were very upset and some were so messed up by how they were treated they
went completely black. They thought no one would ever love them again but they were wrong. The
rainbow rabbit knew that that when the Lord returned he would be able to heal them.
Still the 21st April was coming on fast and so Joshua spent what was left of his savings and he bought
presents from all the shop keepers and artists and so on so he had over 100 all together. He had over
650 tickets and with the food and drinks and the prizes he knew most people would go home with
more than it cost them. But he knew most of all that he had to make people believe in a positive future
again.
He got all the birds to share the story of the event so it went around the community and people all
around knew the event and about what Joshua was trying to do. But of course Joshua was really quite
alone as a man. The animals were his friends but they could not go about the city much and as the day
got closer Joshua realised that there were still things he needed to sort out.
So 10 days before the battle and while Prince Charming was getting ready to feast Joshua told
everyone the party was going to be postponed. At first there was great disappointment. Rapunzel and
all the other girls in their towers started to despair again and some said “What is the point. I might as
well just become Prince Charming’s property and remain drugged the rest of my life.”
“Wait said the birds!. Don’t you realise what Joshua has done. You now know of one another so you
are not really alone anymore. The Prince has had to be very obvious and bribe people and many people
really hate the prince now especially as he says he has won. Also Joshua has learned a lot and made
lots of friends. No one is disappointed apart from all of Prince Charming’s troops who thought they
were going to get a feast. Now they are even more angry and hungry. The revolution is already starting
and its better you stay in your towers a little longer.
So of course all those in the towers were now more confident and started to think what they could do
next:






They decided that the plans for the places all around the communities would allow them to
create little tribes just like the first nations.
They decided they needed to control the music and sounds better and get Joshua to be a DJ
They decided they needed 2 new assistants for Joshua because his ideas were so good but he
couldn’t do everything alone or rely on people outside his rainbow team who could be
influenced.
They decided they needed to have a campaign to go with the event.

So because of all the chemicals some of the towers and the stones started to crumble. Some of the
rainbow princes and princesses were more confident and started to connect together and they started
to be seen around the city during the day but very carefully so they didn’t get caught.
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But Prince Harming was getting angry so he sent arrows into the air and shot all the birds he could see
and made traps for them. He did this to stop them communicating and singing and also to upset all
the rainbow animals and people further but all they did was unify them more and more.
Then he chopped all the trees around the towers so the princess had no nice views at all. But in doing
so he angered more of the rainbow creatures living in the Kingdom. All the white lighters who are the
wise ancient witches and wood dryads etc started to work together and started to help the girls who
had been sent into darkness and gone black.
The Prince poisoned the rivers with sewerage and used chemicals to poison the soil and the ponds
until 1/3rd of all the land was dead and there were no animals left in the farmers soil. He twisted the
rules protecting the seas so that rare corals were poisoned by aquaculture and manipulated the
economics with his money to make things expensive so people were more miserable so he could make
them frightened.
But of course he could not do the one thing he wished to do he couldn’t kill Joshua and all the rainbow
animals. But that didn’t stop Prince Harming telling lies.
“We have captured Joshua this easter he is now dead and we crucified him like Christ. If he wants to
be so good that’s where he belongs with Jesus on his own cross.”
Rapunzels parents came to her room to tell her the news they had heard and at first the princess was
fooled. So this message and the loss of so much nature had an effect It made the princess hair go from
rainbow colours to grey and brown and black and she stopped looking in the mirror. She was now
anxious and didn’t want to look nice any more and the few birds which came to sing struggled to raise
her spirits.
Now the prince returned to the Towers and put out a message to all inside.
“Your beauty has gone you are now a beast, you are an animal on which my troops will feast”
“Your colours have gone I have killed the earth, the sea the sky, and now your tower crumbles as you
die”
“He/she laughed for he was full or rage and jealousy, he would rather destroy all he had than be
refused by someone he desired such was his egotism.
He really was Prince Harming.
But Joshua had learned much and he came out of what was left of the forest singing
“Oh princess of the rainbow, how we love you, even if your looks depart you.”
“For we see that your heart is true and kind and we see that you have a strong clear mind”
“You will not be dominated by a man, you are a part of our natural rainbow clan”
“I bring my brothers my sisters too my rainbow kingdom will rescue you.”
“Your colours we will sing back to you, the Rainbow Rabbit taught us much of you”
“Your dreams your hopes your gentle spirit, confident and graceful with it.”
And so as he sang out came all the animal spirits dressed in rainbow colours and all looking distinct
and wonderful.
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There were the dancing bears with their hairy beards and gentle ways. Giants but kind hearts and the
guardians of the forest.
There were wood nymphs and they came spinning out from among the trees and they danced so
lightly on the earth as they went all dressed in greens and golds and reds and browns.
There were the Water nymphs and Sirens who sang and danced with their piercings and belly dancing.
They sang melodious songs from the ocean to the spring laughing like fresh water and wearing blues
and aquamarines.
There were ancient forest guardians like Ents who walked with rhythm and gently swayed as they
moved in time to the music.
There were a host of small birds and animals all dressed with feathers and beads all singing and
dancing to help the rainbow princess recover. And as she looked she could see tears in their eyes
because they had been watching all this time silent in the forest but too scared to come out.
Then Prince Harming laughed a cackly and cracked laugh. Ha I will kill you all foolish Joshua has just
led you into a trap. You have no power here this is my kingdom.
But as his troops raised their arms there came a great crack of thunder from the sea. A cloud like a
rainbow appeared and out hopped the famous Rainbow Rabbit.
For a moment everything was silent and then all the troops looked at this little
rabbit hopping out to met them. Then they started to hoot in laughter. They
laughed and shook and tears ran down their faces.
“A rabbit what a tasty morsel!!. You are so weak and we thought you powerful.”
They lifted all crossbows and pikes all their spikes and chemicals all their coke
fueled confidence and got ready to crush this little creature.
The rabbit looked up at them and turned its head to one side and let out a mighty
trumpeting “ROOAR.”. and as he did that out of the forest came a pride of Lions
and Lionesses all looking magnificent in gold and black. They came with great and graceful power and
the army shrank before them. They didn’t know where to run and the rabbit was transformed into the
LION KING himself before them coloured in mighty colours which blinded them with white and then a
kaleidoscope of colours. And as they looked on he circled them as a great cat and round and round he
danced and as he danced and the lionesses danced he was transformed into a fire and a Mohican
Indian dancing in the centre the originator of the rainbow. He danced the ancient war dances and the
powerful dances lost since ancient times. As he danced so too did all the other animals and they all
grew in power and stature and as they grew so the Prince and his army shrank. They all danced the
great circle dance around the fire.
You see although the plans for a gathering had had to change they were not cancelled and although
it had taken time all the animals and the people knew how bad Prince Harming had been. Many people
who had been made dark started to get hope too and see that even the littlest animals would never
give up and that they loved all the gentle people no matter what harm had happened to them.. The
dark ones came into the fire and were blessed by the Mohican and became like rainbow warriors
themselves. And the white lighters and all the other lights split into their colours and the growing army
of rainbow warriors lit the night.
Now Prince Charming become Prince harming was just a principle boy and was scared quite rightly.
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“You have violated your promise and as a keeper of the covenant of the rainbow your authority has
been taken. I guard this kingdom for the queen of the universe and we have had enough. All of creation
has been groaning at your behaviour. We will make a new kingdom with our animal friends their spirits
and the rainbow people. She will become the new queen and we will heal the earth together and go
out across all the stars. Never again will your darkness rule any kingdom for you have broken all your
promises even those to your friends and allies and have no place in the future. With that the Lion King
clapped his paws/hands and all the sky went dark and everyone was frightened even the rainbow
animals.
All was quiet, but Moon Frog was still there and he always sang in the
darkest nights, that’s how he sang back the moon after it had
disappeared. Moon frog knew the dark side of the moon and other great
music and so he started his singing. He sang all the good songs he had
learned from his pool listening to Mr Rainbows music in his garden so he
sang:






Pocahontas – colours of the wind
Olive – Your not alone.
The Jackson Five – Can You Feel it
Waging War - Ce Ce Williams
Pixey – Sunshine State
And then the Lion King started to sing in his deep voice and Rapunzel
felt confident to sing into the dark. She sang in her pure voice again
and as she sang lights started to appear in the sky. They started as a
small cluster of lights the Pleiades the seven sisters for as Rapunzel
sang she came to hear the songs coming from a great many towers in
the kingdom and many others who had been locked up.

As the star lights grew so the moon started to rise it wasn’t full but it
was bright and bold and so the moon-frogs also called and as their
booming croaks joined the chorus his frog chorus caused all the towers
to melt down to the ground so that all those trapped could step out of
their towers and meet all the animals who were so pleased to finally meet them in person.
So Rapunzel sang and danced with them till late in the night as Joshua and his tribe put up tents so
they had a new kingdom made from temporary things which allowed the tribe to follow the sun and
the moon and most importantly the stars.
A great sign came from the animals and the lion king and the queen of the universe smiled at them
from the heavens in the form of a
giant arc like the milky way and this
new song was heard from Hillsong –
So Will I (100 billion xLive).
And what became of the principle
boy well maybe he decided to train
to be a rainbow warrior as well but
of course he was no longer a prince
and his Kingdom was gone forever.
Now the story is for you to make
into a living one and maybe you should Galvanize like the chemical brothers and come join us.
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